











































































































Which of these is the sum of the cubes of two

consecutive integers
A 4 B 9 C 16 D 25 E 36

We have 9 11 8 13 23 so the answer is 13

How many of these four integers are prime
I 11 111 1111

I is not prime
11 is prime
111 is not prime divisible by 3 as 1 11 1 3

1111 is not prime divisible by 11 as I Iti 1 0

so the answer is 1
In September 2016 a polymer 5 note was introduced
The Bank of England issued 440 million of them

What is the total face value of all these notes
The total value is

5 440 106 5 44 x 107
10 22 X 107

22 108

A kite is made by joining two congruent isosceles
triangles as shown Find x














































































































Since the triangles are isosceles and equal sides
are opposite equal angles the angles shown are also
x

The angle sum of a quadrilateral is 360 so

5k 360
x 720

The adult human body has 206 bones Each foot
has 26 bones Approximately what Fraction of the
number of bones in the human body is found in one

Foot
We have 26 fo e Fou I206

In 2014 in Boston Eli Bishop set a world record

For the greatest number of claps per
minute He

achieved 1020 claps in one minute how many claps
is that per second
There are 60 seconds in 1 minute so the number

of claps per second is 10 0 1 2
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How many 2 digit squares have the property that
the product of their digits is also a square

2digitsquaree productof digits square
16 6 No

No25 10
No

36 18
yes

49 36
No

64 24
NO

81 8

So the answer is 1
The diagram shows a square of perimeter 20cm

inscribed inside a square of perimeter 28cm

What is the area of the shaded triangle

The inner square has side length 20 14 5

The outer square has side length 28 14 7

So the area inside the larger square but outside














































































































the smaller square is 72 52 49 25 24

By symmetry the shaded area is one quarter of
this or 6cm

which integer n satisfies Foc Ic20
We have

Fo E Eo Fo Eo
so n 7
Which of these integers cannot be expressed as

a difference of two squares
A 5 B 7 c 8 D 9 E 10

We have 5 9 4 32 22
7 16 9 42 32
8 9 I 32 I

9 9 O 32 02

Suppose that to _a b
a b atb

We have 10 1 10 2 5 and so

a

batb2ai.tl't
In both cases 2A is odd so a cannot be an

integer Hence the answer is to














































































































The diagram shows a regular hexagon which has

been divided into six regions by three of its
diagonals Two of these regions have been shaded
The total shaded area is 20cm What is the area

of the hexagon

Construct the point 0 the centre of the hexagon and

lines joining the vertices to 0 In doing so we have

created six congruent triangles

0

Note that the vertical lines split some of these triangles
in half So 2.5 of the 6 triangles are shaded
and therefore

Areaofhexagony G 2.4
20 2.5

Area of hexagon 2.4 x 20 I
O

48cm














































































































Someone has switched the numbers around on Harry's
calculator The numbers should be in the positions shown
in the left hand diagram but have been switched to the
positions in the right hand diagram Which of the
Following calculations will not give the correct answer
when Harry uses his calculator

7 89 987
456 654
I 2 3 32 I

A 79 97 B 78 98 C 147 369

D 123 321 E 159 951

tay put
79 97 97 79 same
78 98 98 78 same

147 369 369 147 Same
123 321 321 123 same
159 951 357 753 different

So the answer is C
The diagram shows a rhombus and two sizes of
regular hexagon What is the ratio of the area of
the smaller hexagon to the area of the larger hexagon















































































































Note that all four sides of the
rhombus are equal and the same

length as all six sides of the small

hexagon
The side length of the larger hexagon

is twice that of the smaller hexagon so the ratio
of their areas is 1 22 I 4
Find 9,3 as a decimal

A I B 2 c 2Oi D 2 i E 2 I

we have to go 100Gt last 2tgto
This will be a repeating decimal

Suppose that
as

of KE Yon where ke l 93
n l

Kf I Ko

kl a
K L

q

k to which is impossible

so now suppose that














































































































To k
2
Ton where ke 2 93

kfY o

k I
90

k l
fence the answer is 2 of
How many of these four shapes could be the shape of
the region where two triangles overlap
equilateral square regular regular
triangle pentagon hexagon

Equilateral triangle overlap two congruent equilateral triangle
Regular hexagon
Square using two right triangles
Regular pentagon

So the answer is 4
The diagram shows a triangle with edges of length
3,4 and 6 A circle of radius 1 is drawn at each
vertex of the triangle What is the total shaded area














































































































Suppose the angles of the triangles are a p 8
So otp 8 180
The total shaded area is

It 13 7 13 7 it

IT 3 3
4 8

IT 10803
60
180

SI
2

How many 3 digit numbers are increased by 99
when their digits are reversed
Suppose the number is ABC Its reverse is CBA
We have

CBA ABC 99
100C t IOB t A 100A IOB 1 C 99
99C 99A 99
c A I
C Atl

since we can't have a leading zero and both number
have only three digits we have A 2,3 8 For
each of these choices C is determined but B could
be any of 0,1 2 9 So there are 8 choices for
A and 10 choices for B meaning that the
solution is 8 10 80

The diagram shows a regular pentagon and an
















































































































equilateral triangle placed inside a square what is

The interior angles of an

equilateral triangle are 60
P and the interior angles of a
regular pentagon are 1080
Extend the side of the
triangle to point P as shown
By supplementary angles the
purple angle is 180 60 1200
and the blue angle is 180 108 72

Q
v l Extend the side of the
772 1084 Pentagon to point Q as
108J shown

By supplementary angles the
red angle is 180 108 720
By angle sum of a triangle
the yellow angle is

90 72 180












































































Q
L Define angles r and p
p as shown in the diagram

72 72 The shaded polygon has
5 sides so its angle sun
is 3 360 5400
So

Otp 90 t 2 72 540

otp 3060

From the previous diagram by supplementary angles
the yellow angle is 180 x so

180 a 18 9 1620

and therefore p 1440

By supplementary angles the

p orange angle is

180 144 36

1120 Then by angle sum of a

triangle i

Xt 1201 36 180
x 240

The three rectangles shown all have the same area

Find xty

y y 3 y 4
at 81 4x



We have

Xy Kt 4 y 3 set 8 ly 4

Xyt4y 3 12 ay t8y 4 32

O Lay 3 12 8g Lix 32

4y 3 1 12 8y 6 24

Gx t 24 Liu 32 0

2x 8 0

x L

y I 3 4 t 12 6
So Icty 4 t 6 10
A particular integer is the smallest multiple of 72
each of whose digits is either 0 or 1 How many digits
does this integer hare

Since 72 8 9 the number must be a multiple
of both 8 and 9
So the sum of its digits is a multiple of 9
and since they are all 0 or I the number must
have at least 9 digits nine ones plus some
number of zeros

The number is even so it must end in 0
We check whether 1111111110 is a multiple of 8

9 ones



We have

1111111110 1111111000 t 110
1 w

multiple of looo not a
and therefore a multiple
multiple of 8 of 8

So this doesn't work
Check 11111111100

9 ones
We have
11111111100 11111111000 t 100

w
multiple of 1000 not a
and therefore multiple
or multiple of 8 of 8

So this doesn't work
Now 111111111000 is a multiple of 8 since it

is a multiple of 1000 so it must be the

smallest number satisfying the conditions

Hence the answer is 12

For certain values of x the list 24 6,22
contains just two different numbers How many
such values of x are there
It is impossible to have a x 6

ate x x x O or 1

Case kt6 x x x G O

x 3 x 2 O



x 3 or 2

So there are 4 such values of
Three squares with side length 2 are placed together
to make an L shape This is placed inside a rectangle
so that all Five vertices lie on the rectangle one of
them at the midpoint of an edge as shown What is
the area of the rectangle

x
1 The vertex of the L shape touches

2 the left side of the rectangle at itsx
y 2 midpoint so by symmetry the indicated

angles are all 450 and so the

green triangle is isosceles
X

By Pythagoras

y
2 2 42 22 8

I L
x 252

2 r's
By symmetry imagine Folding the

y rectangle in half vertically the red
angles are equal and so all marked
angles are 450
So the blue triangle is isosceles and
therefore



25 22 y if
252 if

The height of the rectangle is

252 252 t 252 452
The width of the rectangle is

2r2 t FL 352
2h so its area is

452 x 3rd 12 2 24
The diagram shows a hexagon All the interior angles
of the hexagon are 120 The lengths of some of the
sides are indicated What is the area of the hexagon

Construct an equilateral triangle around the hexagon



We have added equilateral triangles with side length
l 2 and 6 to create an equilateral triangle of side
length 11

So

Anita 3 I'sL Asia p
inside Inside

I 112 12 22 624

I 80
4

2053



A list of 5 positive integers has mean 5 mode 5
median 5 and range 5 How many such lists are there

Since the mode is 5 at least two of the values
are 5
Since the median is 5 there are two values less
than or equal to 5 and two values greater than
or equal to 5
Since the range is 5 the list must be

m n S S m t s m En E 5

or

m 5 5 n mt 5 s e n E Mts

Since the mean is 5 the sum of all the
numbers in the list is 25 and therefore

M t n t lo t Mts 2Mt n t 15 25

Zn t n 10

If m 1 then n 8 impossible range too big
If m 2 then n 6 list could be 2,5 S 6,7
If m 3 then n 4 list could be 3,4 5,5 8
If m 4 then n 2 impossible as men
These are the only positive integer solutions
So the answer is 2



The diagram shows two equilateral triangles The
distance from each point of the smaller triangle to
the nearest point of the larger triangle is B as shown

What is the difference between the lengths of the edges
of the two triangles

i b
a

Let the side length of the smaller triangle be a

and the side length of the larger triangle be b

The area of one of the trapeziums is B att

the area of the smaller triangle is at
the area of the larger triangle is 51

4



We have

3 Air fun II s ME E
3123 atb Ff lb a

flat b lb ta b a

b a 6


